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Lower enrollment
prompts SJSU
to remit $383,000

SJSU
will return approximately $383,000 to the
California State University and
Colleges (CSUC) system
Chancellor’s Office because of a
drop in enrollment, according t
SJSU Academic Vice President
Hobert Burns.
Burns said enrollment is
"right about 17,500," according to
results of the campus census
taken the first four weeks of the
semester.
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The results of this semester’s
census. were averaged with
spring census figures to determine 1981-82 enrollment.
The 1981-82 SJSU budget was
based on an estimated 18,000 fulltime student enrollment. The
university must now return $1,900
to the CSUC system for each fulltime student less than the 18,000
figure,
or
approximately
$383,000.
SJSU has until December to
return the sum.

Middle East stability debated
following Sadat assassination

;O

Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat was assassinated yesterday
by persons dressed in Egyptian
Army uniforms as he reviewed a
military parade commemorating
the 1973 Arab-Israeli War.
Reaction among SJSU students
and faculty as well as community
religious leaders ranged from shock
and grief to concern about interruption of the peace-making
efforts Sadat pioneered in the
Middle East.
Six insurgents, members of a
radical Moslem sect known as the
Brotherhood, leapt from an Army
truck yesterday as it passed the
reviewing stand and opened fire
with automatic weapons
Sadat was hit at least three
times, and televised reports said he
died immediately.
"I’m shocked," said Hebrew
Language Professor Rine Katzen.
"I’m an Israeli. Of course I’m
concerned
"I’m stunned, but I’m not
surprised. Lots of people have been
wanting to do it for a long time."
Katzen, whose relatives all
reside in Israel, visits that country
every year.
"Even if I didn’t have any
relatives there, I’d still be concerned," she said. "Even before the
peace treaty was signed, people kept
thinking, ’what if Sadat gets
assassinated?’"
"I think he was on the right
track. I hope whoever takes his
place will follow in his footsteps.
Israel could loses lot," Katzen said.
"I think that it was simply a
terrible tradgedy," said Aaron L.
Goldman, professor of Jewish
Studies. "I am shocked, dismayed
and
hurt."
However,
"the
assassination was not unexpected,"
he said.
"The peace in the Mid-East is
fragile now," he noted. It had all
depended on one man. He was
always in a vulnerable position."
"Now I don’t know what’s going
to happen. I just don’t know."
Goldman said.
According to TV reports, two of
the six assassins, all of whom are
Egyptians, were reportedly injured
ed
Tuesday. The other four
were reported to be in custody.
Hosni Mubarak, Egyptian Vice
President and interim leader of
Egypt on Sailers death, was also
sitting in the reviewing stand with
Sadat.
Seven hours after the

of shock and loss."
"He was a crucial partner in the
most significant progress to date on
the Middle East problem," Sobel
said.
"This is an extreme loss for
everyone in the world, especially the
Moslem and Jewish world," he
added. "The new leadership will
hopefully move in the direction that
Sadat did."
Sobel said that now is the time
for the people of Egypt and Israel to
work at normalizing relations. He
also told the Daily that since the
centers of the Islamic and Coptic
churches are close to Israel, the
assassination involves everyone.
Janet Newman, an SJSU Jewish
student, said, "I think it’s a shame.
Whoever fills his shoes will be
quaking. It’s not the most popular
position to be in."
"We are very sad and our
sympathies go out to Mrs. Sadat and
her children," said Rabbi Lapin of
the Bais Hamidrosh Keser Torah
School Synagogue in Son lose.
"We pray for peace in the
Middle East. This was very, very
unexpected."
"He was held in high esteem and
considered a leader of Egypt who
had vision and a man who looked to
the future," Lapin said.

Anwar Sadat
assassination, Mubarak made the
official announcement of Sadat’s
death to the Egyptian people.
In a voice choked with emotion,
Mubarak proclaimed "President
Anwar Sadat has died."
Alden Voth, political science
professor, who specializes in politics
of the Middle East, said, "As I told

peace."
Voth said Sadat’s death will
create political instability in the
Middle East.
"He was basically taking Egypt
toward a pro-Western position.
Many people thought him to be a
weak personality," Voth said. "But
he turned out to be a forceful

Rabbi Yosel Polstein of the
Hebrew Institute in Santa Clara said
students were asking him questions
all morning concerning the
assassination.
"We’re very concerned about
Israel’s relationship with Egypt."
Reaction across the world
varied.
Reflecting on the loss of
America’s staunchest Arab ally in
the Middle East, President Ronald
Reagan said, "The world has lost a
great statesman," and added
and I have lost a great and
dear friend."

’The peace in the Mid-East is fragile
now. It had all depended on one man.’ "Nancy
my students last year, the assassin’s
bullet can create problems for
Egypt. Every leader faces this
problem."
Voth heard of the news when a
friend called his office.
"It was a very severe jolt," he
said. "Sadat was a courageous man,
but the Arab states considered him a
foolish one. He was courageous
enough to turn the corner for

leader."
Voth, plans to leave for Egypt
this month to observe the political
situation in Jordan, Saudi Arabia
and Iraq.
From 1965 to 1967, Voth taught in
Egypt during the 1967 Arab-Israeli
conflict.
Howard Sobel, spokesman for
the campus Jewish Hillel Club,
responded to the news with "a sense

Libya, whose leader Muarnrner
Kaddafi has repeatedly called for
Sadat’s assassination, praised the
while
reciting
assassination
readings from the Koran for Sadat’s
soul over its state-owned radio
station.
Iran, angry over Egypt’s Camp
David accords with Israel and
Sadat’s offer of refuge to the
deposed Shah of Iran, hailed the
assassination of Sadat as the "death
of a traitor."
See SADAT, Page 3

Executive requests
over $2.5 million
for Moss Landing
By Kathy Chin
Staff Writer
The SJSU Associate Vice President of Facilites is requesting more than
$2.5 million for construction and remodelling at the Moss Landing Marine
Laboratories located on Monterey Bay.
If the money is allocated by the California State University and Colleges
System (CSUC, the new annex will provide space for additional
laboratories, specialized research facilities and administrative offices.
The proposed project is scheduled for completion by June 1984.
The existing lab will be remodelled to meet the fire and safety code
specification. It is planned to include a chemistry and mammal lab,
classrooms and library.
The Moss Landing Lab is operated by six CSUC campuses: Fresno,
Hayward, Sacramento, San Francisco, Stanislaus and San Jose.
The Moss Landing Lab is used year-round by upper-division and
gi aduate students for marine research.
According to the project description, insufficient space for instruction
has become a problem as the program has reached its maximum capacity of
100 to 120 students.
A total of 109 students are currently enrolled. This semester 53 graduate
and 10 undergrads from SJSU participate in the program.
Lack of storage space has made it difficult for instructors to house
equipment, and the closest campus to the facility is SJSU.

The lab does not meet handicap,
fire and safety code requirement
In addition, the research classes, which involve the study of underwater
specimens, are inadequate because no scuba gear complex is available.
"The biggest problem is that we are packed in," said Moss Landing
Professor Bruce Stewart." We are doing more than any institution in the
most cramped space. We have expanded to the capacity of our skin."
Because the lab does not meet handicap, fire and safety code
requirements, the various enforcment agencies are allowing the facility to
operate because they are under the understanding that safety code
violations at the lab are due to be corrected.
According to Sue Lantow, facilites analyst, the Hall, Goodhue, Haisley
and Banker architectural firm has been assigned to draw plans for the
project.
CSUC appropriated $130,000 for the plans and drawings.
The Moss Landing Lab has been in operation since its dedication on
April 28, 1967. It was originally a commerical fish cannery. The structure
was later converted to a lab for private marine research.
In 1965, the six campuses acquired funds from university foundations
and a grant from the National Science Foundation to purchase the existing
site.

Plea of innocence
to attempted rape
entered by suspect
By Julie Levy
Staff Writer
Rodolfo Loa pleaded innocent to
a charge of assault with intent to
commit rape in Santa Clara County
Municipal Court Thursday.
Loa is charged with the Aug. 29
assault on a female SJSU student in
the Seventh Street garage.
A request that Loa be released
on his own recognizance was denied
by Judge Mark Thomas. Bail
remained at $10,000 and Loa

returned to jail after the hearing.
Loa is scheduled to appear in
court Oct. 14. Loa will be
represented by public defender Don
Seratti.
Loa was arrested Sept. 24 when
the victim saw him on Seventh
Street and told police he was the
man who attacked her.
The victim was pushed into her
car in the garage by a man who then
attempted to rape her. She was able
to fight off her attacker and run
from the building, police said.

Difficult to stereotype rapists, victims

1

Tear gas added to rape defense armory
111

By Carol Peterson
Staff Writer
"There are no criteria as to who
a sexual victim will be," said Jackye
Read of the Valley Rape Crisis
Center.
"It’s also comforting to think we
can stereotypes rapist. There are no
definable abnormalities that show
up in studies of rapists," she added.
Rapists vent anger on an object
which happens to be a victim. The
rapist uses the sexual organ as a
weapon It’s a weapon that says "I
have control over you. I can invade
the most private parts of your
body," Read said.
"Rape is a preventable crime,"
and
Awareness
Sexual
the
Prevention Seminar spokesman told
event
at
in
the
persons participating
SJSU last Wednesday.
"Rape is not a spontaneous
act," University Police Crime
Prevention Officer Teri Edel said.
"In 80 percent of all cases the victim
La picked out ahead of time."
The rapist uses his body as a

weapon. But a potential victim’s
best defense is also his or her body,
say many law enforcement officers,
rape counselors and others involved
in self-defense.
Personality
and
attitude
determine which method will be
most successful in protecting
against assault, they add.
Mace, or tear gas packaged in
small hand-held canisters, is the
most recent addition to the selfdefense armory.
The small canisters have
become a popular method of selfdefense.
The state requires training and
licensing before a person can legally
carry tear gas. In response to this
statute, a number of Mace training
businesses have entered the market.
An average three-hour training
session on tear gas use and
precautions precedes the issue of a
palm-size canister. The cost for
traqiing can run from $10 to as high
as $75.
Tear gas affects the central

upper
the
nervous system,
respiratory system and the eye
area, said San Jose Community
College District Police Chief Edward Dunn, who also teaches Mace
training workshops.

Center. The center sponsors Mace
training workshops on campus.
French, who completed the
training in September, said, "I feel
in most cases I would be able to
defend myself. It’s a weird feeling

PART TWO
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Rape Preventionl
When hit with tear gas, a person
experiences eye and skin irritation,
puffy eyes and breathing difficulty,
Dunn said.
"I feel safer carrying it ( tear
gas)," said Lucinda French,
director of the SJSU Women’s

knowing that you’re carrying a
weapon, but I’m carrying one now.
"A lot of the time what I would
do was put the possibility of rape in
the back of my mind and not think
about it," she said.
-Where 1 live there’s no lights

between the apartment buildings
and there are a lot of trees. At night I
was always afraid. Now I carry my
Mace and I do feel a lot safer,"
French said.
"There’s been times when I’ve
been glad I’ve had it (Mace)," said
Kathy Cordoba, a junior.
"About two weeks ago I was
walking to a BART station; it was
dark and I was by myself. I had it in
my hand with the safety lock off and
I felt a lot safer with (tin my hand:’
she said.
Cordoba said she thinks Mace
would stop an assault. During the
training, Cordoba volunteered to
have the Mace applied to her face to
experience the chemical reaction. A
cloth was sprayed with the gas and
held near her face, she remembers.
"There were tears and afterwards my face started to burn
and itch. Having experienced it
could understand how it would thwart someone’s actions," she added.
"I think the training is definitely
worth it The trainer explains all the

laws and ethics and what constitutes
self-defense," said French.
"You can’t really put a price on
security. If it (tear gas( helps you in
just one situation, then it’s worth it
(the price of training)," said Robert
Hamblin. SJSU library staff
assistant, who received his license to
carry tear gas last February.
"There’s a greater feeling of
security, but I’m also aware that
that’s not my only means of defense.
Maybe not even my best means of
defense," he said.
I also feel it’s very important to
keep in mind how you would react if
you were accosted," French said
"Not to the extent you’re dwelling on
it, but if you work on situations in
your mind it will be like a rehearsal
and you’ll react better if it happens," she said
"If you’re the type of individual
who feels safe carrying something
like Mace, that’s fine, but don’t limit
your options to just Mace," added
Read.
see RAPE page B
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Program Board changes stipend strategy
By Maureen Keenan
Staff Writer
The A.S. Program
Board, which has tried
unsuccessfully three times
to obtain a $50 monthly
stipend for its chairpersons, has decided to
change strategy.
Bill Rolland, A.S.
program board director,
and Angela Osborne, A.S.
controller, have devised a
new plan to present to the
AS. Board of Directors at
today’s meeting.
The program board is
the group responsible for
campus entertainment.
The board’s original
request was to have $2,000
taken out of the board
funds to pay five chairpersons $50 per month for
costs incurred on the job.
Under the new plan,
program board chairpersons will either receive
money from a petty cash
fund to cover costs or be
paid for working shows, if
they hold regular staff
positions.
According to Rolland,
If a chairperson receives a

call from an agency to see
a group that is a candidate
to entertain at SJSU, that
chairperson will then fill
outs request for cash.
This cash will cover
gas (since many shows are
in San Francisco), the
cover charge and other
costs incurred in the
"course of duty."
"Some cover charges

available at all times.
To receive cash, the
chairperson would have to
submit a request to Rolland
to obtain his okay. If
necessary, money could be
available within a few
hours.
Rolland sees this as a
plug since working in a
"quick-paced business"
sometimes requires quick

’The A.S. seems open to it,’
Rolland says of the proposal

cost an arm and a leg,"
Rolland said.
Although there is a
petty cash fund in the AS.
business office for all AS.
programs, this cash fund
will be set aside for the
program board, keeping
$50
approximately

cash.
Cash advance normally take two days,
coming in the form of a
check which then has to be
cashed. Rolland said.
Under this new
procedure, the chairperson

can have cash in a few
hours, if necessary.
But Rolland plans to
"control it so it doesn’t get
out of hand."
Unless a "fast-paced"
situation arises, chairpersons will be submitting
cash requests two days in
advance.
Rolland also said
requests have to be in
advance
since
reimbursements aren’t permitted.
Reimbursement is "a
dirty word," according to
Rolland.
The second part Of the
plan is to pay chairpersons
who work at shows,
whether it’s their own show
or another chairperson’s
show.
"The criteria will be
simply paying people on
our board who do regular
staff position work,"
Rolland said.
Chairpersons will still
supervise their shows
without pay, according to
Rolland, but if there is a

shortage of staff any
chairperson can work in
that staff position and
receive pay.
In the past, chairpersons worked without
pay.
But, according to
Rolland, no new jobs will
be created for chairpersons.
Rolland said under this
new plan people will still
question the idea of paying
program chairpersons.
13C,It,
"We’d haves disaster’
if we took an agency’s word
that acts are good," he
said.
Rolland said if the
program board doesn’t see
the acts they could find
themselves in a situation
where an agency’s buildup
of a group is misleading,
and the board hires "a guy
with a harmonica."
"You have to see them
so you can see exactly what
they’re like," Rolland said
of groups.
Photo by roc, Mayeaux
As far as the A.S.
Katrena Edman, A.S. Program Board director of dance, is one of the program board’s response, Rolland
said "the A.S. seems open
board directors requesting funds to meet out-of-pocket expenses.
to it."

SADAT

continued from page I
Menachem Begin,
prime minister of Israel,
called
Sadat’s
assassination "a crime
perpetrated by enemies of
peace."
.4;
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unidentified
An
member of the Knesset.
Israel’s parliament, held
hope that the Egypt-Israeli
peace process could continue, however, saying
Sadat’s death was "the
death of a man, not a
process."
Egyptian
Vice
President Mubarak also
announced that the peace
process will continue,
although
unconfirmed
reports that a one-year
state-of-emergency has
been declared in Egypt
yesterday has left the final
stages of Camp David
Peace Treaty in jeopardy.
The Camp David Peace
Treaty signed by Sadat and
Begin, climaxed a yearlong process that started
when Sadat became the
only Arab leader to arrive
in Israel and address the
Knesset, in 1977.

The unprecedented
move by Sadat resulted in
diplomatic ties between
Egypt and Israel, the
opening of the Suez Canal
Photo by Jocelyn Williams
to Israeli shipping, and the
removal of Israeli troops
Members of Sigma Nu fraternity dangle from the 11th Street swing deemed from the Sinai which is
scheduled to be completed
an obstruction by the Public Works Department
in April 1982.

It also cemented
Egypt’s ties to the United
States, ties Sadat has
established when he unceremoniously kicked the
Russians out of Egypt, for
"interference in internal
affairs" in 1972.

damentalist Moslem sects.
In an effort to curb the
growing influence of the
sects, Sadat earlier this
year jailed fundamentalist
leaders of the various
movements and removed
the leader of the Christian
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Egypt ’an Arab outcast’
But the peace treaty
also intensified Egypt’s
problems with the other
Arab countries,
particularly its neighbor to the
west, Libya.

Church,
Coptic
headquarterd in Egypt.
It is believed that the
"Brotherhood" was an
Islamic fundamentalist

While Egypt’s position
as an Arab outcast began in
1978, the animosity between Sadat and Libyan
strong man Kaddafi date
back to 1973, when a
merger was proposed
between those two countries.
The merger was
abruptly broken off by
Sadat, when he claimed
that Kaddafi was plotting
to eliminate him, in 1974.
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Avantek s unprecedented 15 year record of growth and state-of-the-art
technological achievements stand as a testimonial to our success We
have introduced many new products since our inception in 1965.
including more than 20 industry "firsts" in the microwave and telecommunications markets With an average growth of 30% per year, we
are moving aggressively toward becoming a $100 million company
but there is a lot more to be accomplished!
If you are about to complete your BS. MS or PhD in Electrical Engineering or an MBA with a technical undergraduate degree. we would like
you to share in our success by considering our opportunities in Product
Design. Product Development and Marketing We also have opportunities available for MBAs in Finance.

Since the peace treaty
with Israel however, only
Saudi Arabia has maintained informal relations
with Egypt.
caused
also
It
problems at home, as inof
numbers
creasing
Egyptian youth became
involved with fun-

ON-CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS

cording to Gordon Nelson,
senior construction inspector for the city.
The AS. Board of
Directors will reportedly

Sigma Nu will formally
request it be allowed to
keep its swing at the city
council Oct. 13 meeting.
According to the agenda,
Sigma Nu ought to have the
floor around 3:30 p.m.,
according to an aide to
Councilman
Tom
McEnery.
Sigma Nu’s annual

Make an appointment today with your Career Planning and
Placement Center to talk with our campus recruiter If you’re unable to
schedule an interview, please call .1. Qualey COLLECT at
(408) 727-0700 ext. 267 or send your resume to College Recruitment
Avcmtek. 3175 Dowers Avenue, Scmta Clara. California 95051 An
equal opportunity employer

Toys-for-Tots swing-a-thon
is scheduled to begin the
first Sunday after
Thanksgiving, and is to run
125 consecutive hours
through Friday.
"All
fraternity
members, little sisters and
sorority members take a
turn swinging," Crouse
said.

Avantek

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS PROGRAM BOARD
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
send a letter to the San Jose
City Council in favor of
Sigma Nu keeping the
structure and being
granted a special permit.

TODAY

SHOP FOR YOUR
CAR INSURANCE
BY COMPUTER
Quotes from 40 companies in second-.

Revolutionary new concept in buying auto
insurance! Saves you time and money. Call
for an appointment or stop by for your fro,
auto quote today! Special rates for full tim,
112 unit) students.
White & Myatt
701 N. 1st Street
San Jose, CA

(408)287-8910

297-11_32

Thursday, October 22

Swing-a-Thon frame
hinders public access
maintain the sidewalk and
park strip area.
Apparently, the swinga-thon frame interferes
with public access, ac-

8th & William Sr

Sundays 11:00-10:00

Avantek’s Next First
Will It Be Yours?

Public Works says swing must go
structurally sound."
Section 5611 of the
California Street and
Highway Code states
property owners must

Peace Prize following the
signing of the Camp David
Peace Accord.
Reporters Kathy Chin,
Greg Garry, Julie Pitta
and Tom Quinlan wrote
this story.

"Fine Submarine Sandwiches Since 196’,

Sigma Nu faces ups and downs

By Tamera Casias
Staff Writer
Sigma Nu may have to
remove the swingset frame
built on the park strip in
front of its Ilth Street
fraternity house.
The structure has been
on the park strip for about
eight years. It is used to
raise money during an
annual "swing-a-thon"
benefitting Toys-for-Tots.
The order for removal
came from the San Jose
Public Works Department,
via a letter sent at the end
of the summer to Dave
Nu
Sigma
Crouse,
president.
"I don’t see any reason
why it can’t stay there,"
Crouse said. "It’s been
newly painted and it’s

organization.
Sadat was president of
Egypt since 1971, when he
succeeded Gamel Abdul
Nasser.
Sadat and Begin
shared the 1978 Nobel

1:30 p.m. Student Union Ballroom $1.00
7 & 10 p.m. Morris Dailey Auditorium $1.75
For more information, call 277-3228
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feature
Memories tucked away in SJSU library

Steinbeck artifacts draw students, scholars
By Wade Barber
Staff Writer
Tucked away in the upper floor of the library is the
John Steinbeck Research Center, devoted to the
California writer who brought us such literary classics as
"Of Mice and Men," The Grapes of Wrath," The Red
Pony" and many more.
The center attracts not only SJSU students and
faculty, but also scholars from around the world who
come to see and study in the Steinbeck Collection.
Steinbeck, born and raised in Salinas, wrote
numerous short stories and books whose themes and
characters were deeply rooted in the history of Central
California’s valleys, fields and seacoast.
The coilection includes more than 1,000 items:
manuscripts, portraits, photographs, copies of letters,
memorabilia and first editions of all of Steinbeck’s major

’’We are very fortunate to have all the photographs
that we do in the center of Steinbeck and his family," Cox
said, "because of his aversion to publicity."

4rert
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Most pictures of Steinbeck are in private hands and
rarely will someone part cheaply with anything that is
related to the author. There have been numerous
donations, however, made by Steinbeck’s family, friends
and admirers, according to Cox.
Steinbeck was an avid letter writer and journal
keeper who used these methods as practice to discuss the
progress of his current novel with friends. It was not
unusual for Steinbeck to wear out 10 pencils a day, according to Cox.
Cox, an SJSU English professor since 1955, became

SJSU campus not far
from author’s beloved
Salinas Valley region

Photographs, furniture,
films enhance ’more than
a rare book collection’

works.
In 1936 Steinbeck did freelance reporting for the San
Francisco Chronicle. He went into the fields of California
to live and work among the migrants pouring into the
state from the Midwest and South. The resulting stories
were later incorporated into the Nobel Prize-winning
novel "The Grapes of Wrath," written while the author
lived in Los Gatos.
A copy of the book’s original manuscript is in the
center, along with the original transcripts and
autographed first editions of "Of Mice and Men."
The research center is decorated with portraits of the
author painted by his friends, artist Pete Romero and
author-artist Barnaby Conrad. The portraits show aspects
of his character that are truly dramatic.
"The center is more than a rare book collection,"
according to Martha Cox, English professor and former
director of the center.
"It’s aim instead is to assemble a comprehensive
collection of resource materials of all kinds," she said,
including books and other published materials, letters,
recordings, films, pictures and various memorabilia.
An oil portrait of Steinbeck’s second wife. Gwendolyn,
was recently willed to the center mainly because, according to Cox, the center had aroused so much public and
scholarly interest in Steinbeck.
Cox, who headed the center until last January when
she stepped down to resume full-time teaching, still sits on
the Steinbeck Committee and also teaches a course on the
works of Steinbeck.
The research center is now supervised by Bernadine
Beutler of the Special Collections Department, according
to Library Director Maureen Pastine.
A series of photographs entitled "Steinbeck Country,"
taken by SJSU graduate Ron Burda are on display there,
accompanied by appropriate quotations chosen by Cox
from Steinbeck’s work.
A set of green leather-covered chairs, bought by
Steinbeck at auction from the Bank of England, add a
comfortable touch to the room. The chairs were used by
Steinbeck in his dining room and later in his library as he
wrote or read. They were donated by his second wife,
Gwendolyn Steinbeck.
Other rare material found in the research center is an
early copybook containing an incomplete and unpublished
play. Steinbeck’s first attempt at playwriting.
Also included are the film prints, "Of Mice and Men,"
"The Pearl," "The Forgotten Village," "The Leader of
the People" and "Flight," along with the final shooting

interested in Steinbeck and formed a committee to investigate the possibility of forming a research center at a
campus in the proximity of "Steinbeck Country."
An extremely successful "Steinbeck Country" conference was held at SJSU in 1971. The three-day
celebration attracted more than 1,000 people from 16
states, Canada and Japan, and was the beginning of the
research center.
Though not actually in "Steinbeck Country," San Jose
was a likely place for a research center. His mother Olive
was born in San Jose, as was his first wife Carol, the
daughter of a San Jose lawyer. Many references to San
Jose are found in his novels, including "East of Eden" and
"Sweet Thursday," which mention it as the nearest
metropolitan center to the Salinas Valley.
A short story by Steinbeck entitled "The Vigilante"
was based on an actual lynching that occured in San Jose
in 1936. At the time of publication, most readers assumed
that the story was based on the events of a southern town,
far removed from an actual hanging in St. James Park.

Photo by Marty Ikeda

Cox, who is working on an annotated bibliography of
all Steinbeck criticism, noted the center is drawing
scholars from around the world. Two Japanese professors
of literature recently published articles from the center,
as have two SJSU graduate students.

A sketch of John Steinbeck casts a watchful eye over the special collection
of rare books and memorabilia bearing his name in library.

scripts of several films adapted from Steinbeck’s works to
the screen.
Among the many photographs in the center are 40
rare and unpublished photographs of Steinbeck and his
travels throughout the world. They give touching insights
into the author who is one of only six Americans to receive
the Nobel Prize for Literature.
According to Cox, the greatest challenge for
researchers and enthusiasts of Steinbeck was that there
was no biography that really dealt with the man or his
work.
Steinbeck shunned all publicity, and especially
avoided cameras. He felt popularity was hazardous

Start Writing Your
Resume,
NAME
ADDRESS

The center’s official opening on March 23, 1974, was a
two-day festival that featured "Of Mice and Men." The
movie, starring Burgess Meredith and Lon Chaney Jr.,
was shown and an opera and play version was presented,
accompanied by critical discussion of the book by
students and scholars of Steinbeck.

because a writer could lose perspective of his work if he
The Steinbeck Center is located in room N601 of the
became enamored with success; Steinbeck feared the loss library and is open Monday through Thursday, from Ito 4
of his critical detachment.
p.m.
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Committee nixes funding for political group
By Cindy Bundock
Staff Writer
The University Committee in Soldarity with El
Salvador Monday had its $2,068 funding request denied by
the A.S. Special Allocations Committee.
The organization is a group supporting the
Revolutionary Democratic Front, a leftist group in El
Salvador, Central America.
It was requesting the money for a seven-film series,
two speakers and literature to be passed out on campus.
The special allocations committee did not recommend
giving money to the group because of declining student
interest in the issue.
One of the guidelines the AS. committee adheres to is
that of neither supporting nor opposing political issues.
As a recommending body, the special allocations
committee’s decision is not final. The group seeking the
funds, therefore, may ask the A.S. Board of Directors for
the $2,068 at 3 p.m. today during the A.S. meeting in the
S.U. Council Chambers.
The special allocations committee’s 3 to 2 vote
refusing a funding recommendation was reminiscent of
fall 1980.
Last year, the group received $5,084 to pay for a series
of programs featuring speeches, films and debates
designed to make students aware of the people’s struggle
in El Salvador.
Jim Rowen, A.S. board member last year, said the
group received a mixed vote in 1980.
A.S. Board Member Virgil Brown was assigned to
write the majority vote on why the group should be funded, and board member Bill Santi was assigned to write
the minority opinion on why the groups should not be
funded.
heated A.S. meeting followed, according to Rowen. He
added that the discussion at the meeting "got away from
the funding and got into leftist and rightist opinions."
"If people can stick to the objections of the special
allocations funding guidelines, and just argue from that,
the discussion will go a lot cleaner," he said. "If we get

balance their decision, Nelsen said.
A.S. Controller Angela Osborne said she was concerned that the people who attended the films would be
already aware of the issue and involved in the groups.
Osborne added that she wanted to make sure two sides
were presented.
"You’re saying that it’s education," she said. "It is
education on the political issues in El Salvador."
The El Salvador issue is still a concern, according to
Andy Arias, A.S. Vice President. He said he wants to
emphasize that the group presented both sides of the
issue.
Clark Meadows, A.S. director of business affairs, said
he believes students on campus did not appreciated the
programs the organization offered last year.
Meadows said he did not wish to fund it because
students were not interested in the issue.
"Even if we don’t allocate any funds here, you can
always come to the board," he told the representatives.
Soto told Meadows that "maybe he had been misinformed."
"Even teachers have asked us to present filmstrips on
campus," she said.
"More people came to the events than voted for you,"
Nelsen said to Meadows.
After the A.S. committee voted to deny funding, Soto
said it was providing a discriminatory view and making a
generalization of the students’ not having interest.
Photo by Stephen Blakeman

Larry Nirachi, Teresa Soto and Andy Nelsen (left to right), with the University Committee in Solidarity
with El Salvador, were denied funds at the A.S. Special Allocations meeting.
Nelsen said the group would provide education and
into politics, it will be the same thing as last year."
information, broadening the students’ interests in El
Teresa Soto, Andy Nelsen and Larry Narachi
Salvador and stimulating debate on the issue.
represented the group before the special allocations
He added that the information would help to decide
committee. Soto said the group was asking for funds this
whether they were for or against the issue. People could
year to promote understanding on what is happening in El
read about the issue and see what’s offered on TV and then
Salvador.

Sharon O’Connor, director of non-traditional minority
affairs, was in favor of funding the group. According to
O’Connor, the organization presents an educational
program, and it’s a grass-roots type of education, more
people-oriented.
Even if students are against or for the issue, "All
should be open-minded and want to learn about the issue
and then they can formulate their own opinion," said
Roxanne Pate, student-at-large member on the committee.

Commuters grapple transportation dilemma
By Kathy Chin
Staff Writer
SJSU commuters grapple with
the dilemma of what mode of
transportation
is
the
most
economical and practical.
They face the seemingly unsolvable parking problem, high gas
prices and congested traffic.
Bus riders must wake up earlier
than usual to "catch the spirit," arm
themselves with exact change, and
face riding in cramped buses where
there is often no place to sit.

a

Other commuters have found
gimmicks to alleviate their woes
through carpooling and bike riding
or scheduling classes so they can go

up at 3.30 a.m, in order to transfer
onto three buses to reach the
university.
"I’d go from Oakland to
Hayward, Hayward to Fremont, and
then Fremont to San Jose," he said.
At that time, the SJSU junior could
not afford to wait for BART because
of frequent breakdowns in the
system.

to school only two or three days per
week.
"I would wake up at 3:30 a.m. to
get to school," said Derek Stone an
aeronautics major. "That really got
to roe after awhile."
While dormitory residents
complain about tasteless dorm food,
cramped quarters and high rent,
Stone is one of thousands of SJSU
students who contend with their
share of discomfort through commuting each day to complete an
education.
An Oakland resident, Stone
remembered his worst commuting
experience as occuring during his
freshman year when he had to wake

Stone continued this awkward
schedule for six months. After he
transferred from bus to bus,
"During classes, I would force
myself not to fall asleep," he said.
Because Stone was unable to
obtain admission to the University of
California at Berkeley aeronautics

program, he turned to California
State University at Hayward as a
second choice. Since Hayward did
not have the classes he was looking
for, SJSU was his last resort.
Now Stone wakes up at 5:30 a.m.
and limits himself to taking classes
on Tuesdays and Thursdays. This
has worked for three years. Stone is
so accustomed to rising at that hour,
he automatically gets up at 5:30 on
weekends.
"It’s so much of a habit now," he
said.
Walking a mile to the station,
Stone rides BART to Fremont, takes
the bus to San Jose and walks
another four blocks to campus.
"The worst part is waiting in the

rain for the bus and it’s late," he
said. "Or getting to the bus stop on
time, and the bus is early and
doesn’t wait for you.
"Then you have to wait at the
bus stop longer, and sometimes it
doesn’t even show up."
Taking BART costs Stone $1.35
each way.
"Soon they’ll (the university)
raise the non-resident tuition, and
then there’s another price I’ll have
to pay," he said, rolling his eyes in
exasperation.
Another commuter, freshman
Libby Sofer, won’t even consider
taking the bus and drives to SJSU
from Menlo Park.
"The bus is terrible. It takes an

hour and 45 minutes to get to school.
It’s packed and often there’s no
place to sit. It’s a waste of valuable
time," she said.
"Standing at the bus stop and
waiting until dark...I feel so
vulnerable. That waste of time on
the bus is like going from here to
Sacramento.
"I’ve tried everything," Sofer
said. "I tried Amtrak. It’s ideal
except certain trains don’t coincide
with my class schedule."
Sofer, like Stone, had no
alternative but to attend SJSU. The
nearby junior college did not offer
the graphic arts curriculum she
wanted. So she had to get used to the
45-minute commute.
see page 7
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Cardoso seeks 100th goal
By Mark J. Tennis
Air Force Academy last
Staff Writer
Sunday. "I’ll be looking for
The number 100 holds a my 100th next time out."
special distinction for
Cardoso’s next time
many people.
out will be tonight when the
For Sergio Cardoso, Spartans fare St. Mary’s at
SJSU’s superlative soccer 8 p.m. at Municipal
player, the number 100 is a Stadium.
symbol of soccer excelence
Last year, St. Mary’s
because the next goal he finished tied for last in the
scores will be the 100th of Pacific Soccer Conference
his collegiate career.
with an 04-1 record and
"That’s a lot of goals," this year are winless in
Cardoso said after he conference play.
scored three times in the
The Spartans currently
Spartan 6-1 win over the lead the PSC with a 2-0

record, so it appears
chances are good for a
Cardoso goal.
"It will really be nice
to get that goal," Cardoso
commented. "But I really
have to give credit to our
defense. They have set me
up for goals very well.
They have got to be the best
in the country."
Cardoso began his
soccer career at San Jose
High School under ’he
guidance of coach
Rosa. Cardoso

enrolled at DeAnza College
and his career blossomed.
In 1978, Cardoso led
community
California
colleges with 32 goals and
as the state
repeated
then
leader the next year with 30
goals. He was honored as
both an all-state and AllAmerican junior college
player.
Coach Julie Menendez
of SJSU was the next coach
lucky to have Cardoso.
Last year, Cardoso led the
Pacific Soccer conference

in scoring with 26 goals and
three assists in 20 games.
In two of those games,
Cardoso hit for four goals.
He also tallied two or more
goals six times.
The 5-8, 150-pounder
has hit for 11 goals in nine
contests so far this season.
"I look for him to be
drafted in the next
draft,"
professional
predicted SJSU assistant
coach Mani Hernandez.
Then Sergio Cardoso will
have new numbers to shoot
for.

Team’s ’most consistent’ receiver
Photo by Jocelyn WdhatrIs

Kearse doesn’t catch any attention
Baldwin.
Dave
"Sometimes he comes in as
receiver,
wide
the third
sometimes at tailback, and
sometimes at slotback.
words, Kearse is a wide
"Doing that, you’re not
receiver who has had
going to get the publicity of
attention.
trouble grabbing
the (Gerald) Willhites and
"Tim plays a lot of
(Stacey) Baileys. Tim
different positions for us,"
knows this and doesn’t
said SJSU receivers’ coach
worry about the press. He
just goes out there and geLs
better each week."
In 1980, Kearse accumulated 30 receptions,
tying him for secomd on
the team with Stacey
Bailey, and rushed for 78
yards, a distant second to
Gerald Willhite’s 1,210.
But Kearse wound up
playing second fiddle to
fellow wide receivers
Stacey Bailey and Mark
who Kearse
Nichols,
backed up most of the
season.
Nichols fashioned less
impressive figures than
Kearse, but had pro scouts
drooling over his potential,
thus depriving Kearse of
his just desserts.
So far this season.
Kearse leads SJSU in
receiving yardage with 303
yards on 24 catches, second
on the team only to
Willhite’s 26, to win the
adulation of the Spartan
coaching staff.
"He has been our most
consistent receiver by far
this season," Baldwin said.
"As far as I’m concerned.
he Ls right up there with the
Baileys and Nichols and all
the other great receivers
San Jose State has had."
SJSU’s
coaches
thought so highly of
Kearse’s
performance
against Stanford earlier
this season that they
nominated him for the
PCAA’s offensive player of
the week. The conference
agreed with the Spartan
coaches’ assessment and
gave Kearse the award.
Nonetheless, Bailey,
an honorable mention AllAmerican last year who
was hampered by a pulled
hamstring earlier this
season, has been the media
star of SJSU’s receiving
corps.
But Kearse doesn’t
resent the supporting role
.44
he has had to play despite
Phmri hy or( A chtori
his leading statistics.
Tim Kearse turns upheld in the Spartans 28-6 win over Stanford earlier this
"Stacey has been here
season In five games, Kearse has caught 24 passes for 303 yards and also for four years, so he’s going
to get top billing," said the
has been valuable as a kick returner.
By Michael Liedtke
Staff Writer
Tim Kearse may be the
best all-around athlete on
the Spartans, but about the
only tune you’ll hear
anyone refer to him as
being number one is when
someone recites SJSU’s
roster.

kearse is No. 1 in your
program, but he rates
something less than that
when it conies to attentiongetting.
Although he was the
team’s
second -leading
receiver and rusher last
year and is compiling even
better statistics
this

season, Kearse has often
been overshadowed by
some of his more flashy
In other
counterparts

HIS FIRST YEAR OUT OF COLLEGE
FRANK QUACKENBUSH RENOVATED THREE
BUILDINGSi WORKED ON A DAM, PAVED A ROAD,
AND BUILT TWO CHOPPER PADS.
. What I learned in
Army ROTC about leadership
and management. I’ve put to
good Lew Army ROTC pit Frank
Quackenbush off to a good
start in his field It can do the
iiame for you whether you’re
ILI a civil engineer or an English
major For more information
on Army ROTC. scholarships
and the S I .000 a year spending
money you can earn your last
two years, stop by the Army
ROTC office on campus
And begin your future as
.in officer
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upervising some 01;111,,,r, ,
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-Rut ms first tear as
an Engineer 1.1 . I’ve designed
tmmy of my own protects and
supervised. the’ construction on
everything iron baseball dug, iuts to the concrete work on
a dam Earthmoving, grading,
tilling. paving. concrete work.
masonry you name it, I’ve
supervised it
"Whether I may in the
Army or go into civilian cini-aruction work later, rye w
experience that some engineer.
%emit have when they’re V’
-More than supervising
onstruction, I’ve leaned
io manage reoniv I VC it" 4i
right r um. I have ti, n fir and
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an Air Force
SJSU’s Sergio Cardoso (number 10 at right) attempts to elude
6-foot junior, who has defensive player in the Spartans 6.1 win last Sunday. Cardoso will be
caught at least one pass in shooting for his 100th career goal tonight against St. Mary’s.
all 15 games of his Spartan
career. "It doesn’t bother
me.
"We (the Spartan
receivers) all feel we are
just as good as the other."
Kearse’s talents pierce
Through nine games:
far deeper than his wide
Points
Assists
Goals
receiver position. He may
Player
32
13
very well be the team’s
Giulio Bernardi
25
11
most versatile athlete.
Sergio Cardoso
’
8
3
Besides his regular
Hector Pizarro
8
4
a
2
as
duty
Chris Dierkes
6
4
1
receiver/tailback, Kearse
Joe Pimental
5
1
2
also returns punts and
Dave Pickett
4
2
1
kick-offs, a function he has
Michael Hurst
2
0
1
performed since he began
Gonzalo Sandoval
2
1
playing football in Pop
Nick Constantine
1
1
0
Warner league. He is also
Alex Guarachi
1
1
most
Spartans’
0
the
Tom Vischer
dangerous receiver once he
catches the ball.
"Right now, Tim is one
of the most versatile
athletes on the team,"
It’s hard lobe
Baldwin said. "He is
down when you ---S
capable of doing it all."
Complete First
STATISTICS
In his high school days
Jump Course
Pennsylvania,
York,
in
DATA PROCESSING
y
Individuals $75
Kearse won all -state
Group Rates
ACCOUNTING
honors as a quarterback.
No Extra Costs
CONTACTTANACIARkTUTORiA112ENTER
He was also an outstanding
I
Closest school to
prep hurdler, once turning
DIANIA Colltyi
the south Bay
in a time of 13.9 seconds in
21250 STEVEN Card( Blvd.
the 110 meter high hurdles
Falcon Parachute V
CUpERTiN0 12A. 9O14
and lettered in basketball
209,836-1544
as a guard.
996-4682
209 364-6430
Mopi
But Kearse was at his
best on the football field.
Since he directed a runoriented option offense,
Kearse didn’t throw too
much during his quarterback career, but when
he did, he was effective. On
a scale of 10, Kearse rates
his arm as a seven.
But Kearse decided to
switch positions because
the pros "weren’t taking
too many black QB’s."
The University of
Pittsburg recruited Kearse
before deciding he was too
small to play for its team.
At the insistence of a
friend, Kearse came to
California and played at
1
Los Angeles Valley Junior
College before transferring
to SJSU last year.
"I just got overlooked
in high school," Kearse
87 Valley Fair Center 365 San Antonio Road
said.
San Jose. Cahl 95128 M1 View, Calif 94040
249-8700
941-3600
It shouldn’t happen
again in college.
HOURS VF M -F 9-9/ Sat 9 530’ Sun 12-5; MV.
-Sat 9-530,
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Bicycles, carpools, trains help commuters

Photo by Jo, Ow, W,/hams

continued from page 5
This semester, she
filled out a card at the
Information Center to join
a car pool. One week after
she turned in the application, two women
responded.
"It’s difficult to get
people," Sofer said. "I
have to go to school one
hour early for another girl.
I would love to drive every
day, but I’d have to do it
with someone else. I can’t
afford it. Carpooling is the
way to go."
For others, like Steve
Casey, biking is the best
way to commute.
in
A
junior
mathematics, Casey said
from
he rides his bicycle
Morgan Hill to save gas
money.
"I can’t afford
anything else," he said.
"So I ride from Morgan
Hill about four days a
week."
Pedaling 20 miles each
way, Casey wakes up at 5
a.m, to begin his excursion
and promptly returns home
by 7 p.m.
"I just make it before it
gets dark," he said.
Casey is not an avid
bicycling fan, nor does he
participate in bicycle
races.
"I’ve been doing it for
three semesters now. I just
like bicycling," he said.
"It’s the best form of
transportation."
Riding is a challenge
for him. Taking backroads
from Morgan Hill to San
Jose, Casey rides for 90
minutes.
By car, during rush
hour traffic, it takes at
least an hour, he said.
"The extra half hour is
worth it," he said. "I beat
cars all the time. It makes
me feel that what I’m doing
is worthwhile. And I get in
better shape."

Jennifer Smith, home economics major, takes safety precautions by locking
her moped before going to class. Mopeds are only one of the many
economical ways students can commute to school

According to Kris
Gudjohnsen, mechanic at
the AS. Bike Shop, the

S.

shop has serviced more
than 100 different bicycles
since it opened three weeks
ago.
At this time of year, the
weather is nice and
students are riding
bicycles, he said. But most
of the riding is done in the
spring.
Most commuters are
not as enthusiastic about
coming to school as Casey.
"If I had known what
going to school would be
like, I wouldn’t have done
Brenda
it,"
said
Raulinatis. "But now that I
have already started it. I’m
not about to throw it all
away now.
"I could have gone to
Hartnell College for nursing, but the SJSU degree
is worth a lot more in
career and money."
The junior in nursing
lives in Prunedale, 10 miles
north of Salinas. Her ride
each morning is about 50
miles long and takes 90
minutes.
"For a person to do
this, he must want to finish
school very badly," she
said. "It’s an extreme
inconvenience."
"Living with her 7year-old son in a small
town, she never considered
moving to San Jose.
"I don’t want my son to
attend the schools here,"
she said. "Anyways, I’d be
afraid to live near campus.
And I’d be really worried
all the time."
Although other commuters find the long drive
the worst part of commuting, Raulinatis finds
that the psychological
aspect is worse.
"The worst experience
I have had is going down
’Blood Alley’ ( U.S. 101
from Morgan Hill to San
Jose) seeing all the accidents," she said. "I’ve
seen several fatal accidents. Once I saw a truck
slain a small car into a
cement divider.

"Another time I saw a
truck smash into a taxi
cab. I’m sure the people in
it were killed. I feel like I
play fate all the time by
driving down the road.
When you see two really
bad ones, it really gets to
you. One time I saw three

"The commute is not
bad," Norris said. "I don’t
have to do anything. And it
only costs $29 a month."
His other complaint
concerned the Southern
Pacific railroad schedule
change that is due to take
place Oct. 25.

for carpooling .
"I’m going to move in
January because of the
corrunute,"said Brumms, a
Santa Cruz resident. "I
hate commuting over the
hill. It takes an hour and 15
minutes to get to school and
40 minutes to get home."

Photo by Jocelyn Minims

Bicycling is the cheapest form of transportation, and often students beat
cars on their way to school during rush hour.

accidents in one day."
She’s not the only one
who sees accidents.
"So far I’ve seen two
people try to commit
suicide by stepping in front
of the train," said freshman Jeff Norris, who rides
the train to San Jose. "We
are delayed 30 minutes to
two hours.
"My feeling is not as
much
curiosity
as
boredom. I just get off and
mill around. I’ve gotten a
little callous. I figure if
someone is stupid enough
to step in front of a train,
they deserve it."
Unlike some students,
the Redwood City commuter does not mind the
ride.

"I don’t like the fact
that they won’t release the
new schedule," he said.
"The conductor told me
that if they released it,
people
would
start
following the new schedule
before Oct. 25."
"I spent $75 a week for
gas," Carmen Bryant of
Monterey said of the twohour-commute. "It’s pretty
tiring actually."
The worst problem she
faces is "falling asleep at
the wheel on the way
home."
With few students
living in the area, she had
no responses to the car pool
card she filed at the
beginning of the year.
Diann Brununs is also
waiting for someone to call

The extra time
wasted is the worst part of
commuting," she said. "By
the time I get to school, I’m
a wreck."
Driving on Highway 17
each morning, she said,
"when it rains, there’ll be
real danger. "I’m real
lucky I haven’t gotten into
an accident yet," she said.
"I have heard lots of people
from Santa Cruz say they
are on their fourth car."
Since driving is too
expensive, carpooling is
difficult to arrange and bus
riding is boring, students
like Derek Stone have no
choice but to accept the
inconveniences of commuting or move to campus
to face the discomforts of
crime,
housing,
congestion. . .

classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS

STUDENTS
ASSOCIATED
COMMITTEES-Intextultural/Persorm.
Program
Select.
II
Greivance
Board/Student
Spartan Shops/Affirmative Act
Please apply ASAP for more
Info on committees and meeting
times: call Me A.S. Office 277
3201
SJSU SIERRA CLUB.Ski Trips,
Day
Hikes.
BackPaCking
B icycling, Parties Mee Ireer
Other rues starting Sept. 22,
7:30p.m Guadalupe Poore S.U.

SUNDAY WORSHIP-at Campus
Christian Center
Lutheran,
10.45 a rn Protestant 5:00 P.m
Catholic 4.00 and 100 ern.
Please call Campus Ministry
hie-02011 for worship, ccwc.
oiling, programs, and study
oliPOrtunities. Rev. Natalie
Shires, Fr. Bob Hewn, Sr. Joan
Panetta. Rey. Norb Firritteber.
CRIMINAL
JUSTICE
OPPORTUNITIES.For Police,
Deputy Sherif11 and Office
P011itions in the U S A Send 16 00
cheek Or money order. Tne
infertile,. 13 Fair Street, P 0
Box 561, Carmel, NY 10512
SUNDAY CATHOLIC MASS t
Campus Christian Center, 4:40
p.m. In Jonah’s Wall downstairs
meeting roOrn end COO pm. in
Chapel NO So. won tat son
Carlos)
OCT THE EDGE! Prepare to lake
the GRE. GMAT. LSAT or NTE
with on campus prep sessions
Outstanding faculty Low fee
Courses start everyfew weeks
Call Continuing Education, San
Jose State University. 1011 277
2182 There is no substitution for
Preparation!
CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE treatment
Program needs volunteers and
interns Personally rewarding
work. Cell Dorothy Or Nancy at
7C9 2175.

DELIVERY, warehouse work.
Flexible hours.
Sigma
Technology. Ask for Nora 946
404

RESTAURANT COOK with broiler
exper and kitchen helper to
assist cooks Okayama Rest
Japanese cuisine. Apply in
aerial 565 A NO.6M St. S.J.

TELEPHONE SALES need S
People immediately Salary plus
corn Call Len or Charles 249
2756

CAMBRIAN/LOS
GATOS.
Experienced typist. All formats.
IBM correcting Selectric III.
Choice of type size and style.
Double spaced page/from 51
Resumesittorn $5 Registered
thesis
typist.
No
hell,/
numerical tabulating. Call Pat
in SJ home at 356 205

MEET w/ocal Secondary Witcher*
IMO Administrators to explain
energy education programs of
the Net Energy Foundation
good
Preferred: Ed Mg
speaker, yet appearance own
transportation Cali 392 320

JOBS Summer/year
OVERSEAS
Amer ,
S
Europe
ramrod
Australia, Asia All Fields 5500
sighfm,"
1111110monthiy
Prat Info Write 1.1C Box 52 CA
311Corona Del Mar. C697625

NEED A GIFT quick? But notime to
shop or wrap or deliver it? We’ll
dolt all for you! Nol we’re not a
florist. We’re "Everything But
F
call 101 293 GIFT for
balloonagrams, gourmet food
and wine baskets. You want it
we’ll create it, and wrap it and
deliver it for you. Call us! 703
GIFT. Unique Of ts from $25.00.
_
vow HABIT S member Top 40
dance band available for
weddings and parties. Come
hear us play Call for auditions
251 8518 Jaime or 238 8765
Stuart

TYPING

COMPANIONS Hourly
wage
Work afternoons, evenings,
weekends with retarded persons
in their homes No experience
needed, we train 156 011 or 964
720

SERVICES

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY 70
color prints, 5 hrs Photo album
and neoatives 095 00 Call
Douglas Schwartz 246 3749

TYPING TERM PAPERS Theses,
etc. IBM correcting ’electric,
si.so/po. Virginia 227 1035.

WESTGATE/CAMPBELL-10 yrS.
experience typing and editing.
Fast, Accurate. Dependable
Correcting Selectric
Pica
Double spaced from $I Patti 371
2197
TYPING, Cassette Transcriptions,
Phone Dictation, Pickup and
Delivery Open 7 days week.
evenings and weekends Call
ABLE 247 870

LOOKING
FOR
A Wedding
Photographer? Your wedding
PardOgraPM by John Eric
Paulson Photographs are ex
Pressions of love, soft, elegant
and uni
110 unders100d. For
the finest award winning
photography. call John at an
23011

EASYTYPE TYPING SERVICERepOrts, resumes, letters last
and accurate 2490112 Word
processing available

CRIMINAL
JUSTICE
OPPORTUNITIES For Police,
Deputy Sheriffs and Office
positions in the USA Send 5600
check or money order The
InfOrmer, 11 Farr Street. P.O
Box Sol, Carmel. NY 10312

TYPING SI 50/page IBM. excellent
quality 2300010

HELP WANTED

TELEPHONE WORK Mane or
Off ice -family fraternity 114
WM’. plus. XII Mt 11.6.

SHAW’S LIGHTWEIGHT CYCLES
R acing and Touring Specialists
Specializing in bicycles tailored
to the rider’s needs with proven
componts and accessories. Full
line of clothing and shoes, expert
wheelbuilding, complete repair
services, tools by Campagnoto
131 E Williams Street, San Jose,
Cal. 295.5474

TYPING. Fast and accurate. 51.25
pg. Call 40117305107 for Linda
InSunny vale. Three day service.

T YPING Professional, prompt,
accurate,
neat prolects.
reports, statistical 253-3015
TYPING near
CUPERTINO
DeArda College. IBM Seiec
many time sty laS $1/dbi Seed 09.
Like any lob, good work/IOW
cost Charlene 757 0977 day/eve.

REtKO’S TYPING SVC -SunnywN
Selectric it fast accurate,
correct spelling errors, Par
Page or hourly cost. Phone: 73711554
TYSON
AND
HAYWOOD
SECRETARIAL SERVICEF
est. accurate. Prof
,919,M1
IBM
(edited for welting)
Selectric Call Sharon at 1481
P26 9724 between 5 30 p m 1030
pm weekdays and all Oar
Saturdays

TYPING
72 Veen expariefiCe.
Theses, resumes, reports,
dissertations, editing All far’
mats Deadlines guaranteed.
Neat, accurate So San Jose
K athie. 5711 1216

neatness,
TYPING Accuracy.
deadlines guaranteed Enp. in
theses. reports. dissertations
.App. SJSU Grad Stud IBM $6el
i So San Jose/I1 lesson valley
Janet 771902$

NEED CAR REPAIR? Student will
do ma ice tune up and minor
engine repair at student rates
Larry 245 7118
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN Take
care of your mouth and teeth
Save Money. Enroll Nowt’,
information and brochures at
A S Off ice or into desk or call
2114611

TYPING Neat and accurate,
reasonable EEEEE Located in So
San Jose Ask for Lori at 281
024.
TYPING- High quality, fait turn
around, friendly service, free
comet each report. Call Girl
Friday Secretarial Service, 253
0920,
LOS ALTOS/PALO ALTO Selectric
ill and Electronic typing SI 75
per double spaced page 20 yrs
for SJSU students
eyper
Irene
948 7015 or 494 6208

YAMAHA 78. 650 Excellent rood
Only 12K Plus extras, 55 mpg
Call Lance 21700*.

PERSONALS

SUPERBEAR, No matter what we
go through I love you You’re
Me best Love and a k,ss on the
nine, kitten.

TO ALL ttie Buffs and Bobs at
KAPPA SIG and all the others
too we had a great time at the
exchange How about you? Love
the Ladies of Me Gamma Phi
Beta

HAPPY BIRTHDAY my Shirineei
Close to you is far from the
maddening crowd I adore you
JL
IRTHDAY TOTAN You
old bottabie son of 0000 Love,
1111111104, Ubangy
cONGRATS TO ALL our fantastic
fall 81 pledges semi, Kathy,
Natalie. Vicki, Carmen, Lee,
Nina, and Carol We Love Ye!
Your sisters at Gamma Phi

TYPING Done in my home.
Reasonable, fast and accurate.
Call Lynn 73131914.

STONES TICKETS-Will not refuse
reasonable offer Call frorn
am to 10p m NO LATER! 225.
4859

XI CHEVY PICK UP- std VS. I ft.
Old. 1/2 ton CS radio camper
shell. Runs great. Coll 2432600
ext. 207. Or 204100.

0000
USED
FURNITURE
Dinettes start at 579 SO Sofa and
cheirsets 5159 50 and up Chests
from 56910 Lamps from 5950
Table sets 150(1 65 low as 559 50
Bedr0Orn Sets 150(1 Starting at
1179 50 Only a Sample*l our
large selectiOn Cori Furniture
Rental Clearance Center 49’95
Stevens Creek Shod.. Santa
Clar.
One block east of
Lawrence Expresswoy9a4 SSW
LOOKING PONIARD TO Paying the
11411116Man’s commission? Don’t!
Buy direct from factory with
warranties Most name brands.
Br iao 286 37A5 or 293 3466
CHRYSLER THREE -HUNDREDWith AC $555. Whoring* Varsity 10
SPeed1135.Phont W.9731

AUTOMOTIVE SECTION

SMALL MT. COTTAGE exchange- 1
1/2 hr. housework, No Overnight
guests or pets Car needed. 2511,
1276
SINGLE FEMALE tor. beautiful
halve. pool. hot tub COmplete
Pr ivac yNo Pees 5250. Open
Liberated Lifestyle, Must Be
Super Neat 476-14511 aakfor
Sherri
1

BEDROOM APT.-5323, Studio
(funs) 5245. Both near campus.
1st, last plus avant Call Pat
2957430

2

BEDROOMS’ A E K furnished
5395 00. Rent month, plus
deposits W and GPO. 3
bedrooms AEK furnished 5/710
rent month A EK p110 0/0/8110.
water and garbage pd. PH: 2127590

BEAUTIFUL
SPACIOUS
BUILDING- Co-ed courtyard,
bitch.:,, fireplace, piano, WWII.
color Tv, parking. $30 to NO
weekly 20250. II St. OFFICE.
1225 1Sf 500 0223,

FEMALE TO SHARE APT. -2170 and
Saratoga Ave. $115..0. plus 5/2
Ow. and phone. 2 bedrm 01/5
bells No Smokers, Call GM, i
736.4104.
belt, apt I person
NEAR SJSU
527$ ow. 5300 sec deP ot,I Pd
working, no pets, call for atop,
2517570

STEREO

AUDIO ENTERPRISES- has the
widest selection of the highest
fidelity at the lowest prices See
SU bib, boards for specials Call
for quotes on over 2011 brands
255 5510,05k for Ken

SURPLUS Jeeps, Cars. and Trucks
available Many sell under 5200’
Call 312 742 1143 Cot 11115 tor
Information on has., to purchase
SUBARU 4 SPO , ’71.5120500 Good
condition, call Me 9129 alter 6 or
AN TT

BEDROOM FURNITURE Good
quality, ressonabt prices
Complete bed (full Wel.
desk Combo. night
stands, lMali, mirrors, chairs
I uphOlSteredl, and chair stands
Day 2255011 Nights 240 5793

LOST AND FOUND

LOST: Reward ter return Of blue
Peapack. NO 1100111ro asked.
Please return. 217 5945 Kevin

Mat Your Ad Here:
(Count approsIrnetely 91 knees and ewes for each low

Minimum three lines on one day
Four
Days
$455

One
Day

Two
[Says

Dew
Days

3 IMPS

110

5330

4 lines

$336

$430

$350
$4 36

S lines

$420
$4 50

34

4522

0142

this

00

ISIS

0 75

/1111/1111/11 11/1/ 11111111
Five
Days
$430
$455

Each
LAT
Day

1 L1111111-111 1.111/ 111,111141

27E

11_111.1.1.111111 11/11 11111/11

$ 7$
$70

$500
fa 25

-275

ones $3000

1111/11/1/11/ /1111 11111111
Phone

Print name

Feich solditkrinel line add $ 70

Addweis

Sommter Rates All busies,
Ilimee
a 10 line $6500

llty

Erniaordle I

WON

Phone 27’7-3175
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY
reports, resumes, them, etc
111M.profellional
Accurate
quality! Low cost. Guaranteed.
Pam
247 2611
I Santa
veningsrweekends
Clar41

HOUSING

ea MUSTANG 51700 or best offer
Ask for Joe. 256-7015

Israel 5770, London EMS Tokyo $735
Peru WO TEE 511 N. La
Venires No. 216 L.A. CA 900111
17131154.0637

Ad Rates

"linen
QUALITY TYPING Done Fast
Anything typed St 001001 pp
Located near Tully Rd Used 10
AU tar
be Key WaCkers
Audrey Pig 5215

TRAVEL

FOR SALE

_
TYPING, ALL KINDS Expd, fast
BEST PRICES Best machine. MPand accurate SI 00 DBL spaced
’
4355.
page Editing, Over night turn
around and poor writing extra.
WILLOW
GLEN/ALMAOEN.
Call OH /006
competent typing and editing of
term papers, reports and
Term Papers,
TYPING.ThellS,
resumes lone Univ approved
Etc. Experienced end last,
formats>. Call Marcia at 266
Phalle 70.
reasonablerates
MM.
6674

STAMP OUT ERRORS in your
class papers! Eng rnalor,grad
w/35 GPA in English St per MI
led pia 2S1 2471

IBM
TYPING
WEEKEND
Electric 5100 page Editing
274 94.57

TYPING
PROF
JANE’S
high
Service . . Accurate
quality, deadlines guaranteed.
resumes.
theses
Reports,
research pepers etc. Work,
performed on IBM Selectric II.
Copy service available with
nominal fee. Here is to another
smashing semester! Call 251
5942

Circle a CloosIficaUon
Armounrements

Help Wanted

Personals

Autnynalve

/lousing

Services

Travel

For Sale

IOW A Found

Stereo

Types’

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, rid iforniw 95192

a Deadline 1.0 cloys prier to publication
Consecutive publication dotes only
* No refundi on cancelled ode

Classified Desk LaestedOutaide JC zd7
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Cardoso seeks 100th goal
By Mark J. Tennis
Air Force Academy last
Staff Writer
Sunday. "I’ll be looking for
The number 100 holds a my 100th next time out."
special distinction for
Cardoso’s next time
many people.
out will be tonight when the
For Sergio Cardoso, Spartans face St. Mary’s at
SJSU’s superlative soccer 8 p.m. at Municipal
player, the number 100 is a Stadium.
symbol of soccer excelence
last year, St. Mary’s
because the next goal he finished tied for last in the
scores will be the 100th of Pacific. Soccer Conference
his collegiate career.
with an 0-6-1 record and
"That’s a lot of goals," this year are winless in
Cardoso said after he conference play.
scored three times in the
The Spartans currently
Spartan 6-1 win over the lead the PS(’ with a 2-0

enrolled at DeAnza College
and his career blossomed.
In 1978, Cardoso led
community
California
colleges with 32 goals and
then repeated as the state
leader the next year with 30
goals. He was honored as
both an all-state and AllAmerican junior college
player
Coach Julie Menendez
of SJSU was the next coach
lucky to have Cardoso.
Last year, Cardoso led the
Pacific Soccer conference

record, so it appears
chances are good for a
Cardoso goal.
"It will really be nice
to get that goal," Cardoso
commented. "But I really
have to give credit to our
defense. They have set me
up for goals very well.
They have got to be the best
in the country."
Cardoso began his
soccer career at San Jose
High School under
guidance of coach
Rosa. Cardoso

in scoring with 26 goals and
three assists in 20 games.
In two of those games,
Cardoso hit for four goals
He aLso tallied two or more
goals six times.
The 5-8, 150-pounder
has hit for 11 goals in nine
contests so far this season.
"I look for him to be
drafted in the next
draft,"
professional
predicted SJSU assistant
coach Mani Hernandez,
Then Sergio Cardoso will
have new numbers to shoot
for.

e

Team’s ’most consistent’ receiver
Photo by Jocelyn Wilhams

Kearse doesn’t catch any attention
By Michael Liedtke
Staff Writer
Tim Kearse may be the
best all-around athlete on
the Spartans, but about the
only time you’ll hear
anyone refer to hint as
being number one is when
someone recites SJSU’s
roster,

kearse is No. 1 in your
program, but he rates
something less than that
when it comes to attentiongetting.
Although he was the
team’s
second -leading
receiver and rusher last
year and is compiling even
better
statistics this

season, Kearse has often
been overshadowed by
some of his more flashy
In other
counterparts
words, Kearse is a wide
receiver who has had
trouble grabbing attention.
"Tim plays a lot of
different positions for us,"
said SJSU receivers’ coach

AmAiEVZ

’
Photo by Mort A.h(on

Tim Kearse turns upheld in the Spartans 28-6 win over Stanford earlier this
season In five games. Kearse has caught 24 passes for 303 yards and also
has been valuable as a kick returner.

Baldwin.
Dave
"Sometimes he comes in as
the third wide receiver,
sometimes at tailback, and
sometimes at slotback.
"Doing that, you’re not
going to get the publicity of
the (Gerald) Willhites and
I Stacey) Baileys. Tim
knows this and doesn’t
worry about the press. He
just goes out there and gets
better each week."
In 1980, Kearse accumulated 30 receptions,
tying him for secomd on
the team with Stacey
Bailey, and rushed for 78
yards, a distant second to
Gerald Willhite’s 1,210.
But Kearse wound up
playing second fiddle to
fellow wide receivers
Stacey Bailey and Mark
who Kearse
Nichols,
backed up most of the
season.
Nichols fashioned less
impressive figures than
Kearse, but had pro scouts
drooling over his potential,
thus depriving Kearse of
his just desserts.
So far this season,
Kearse leads SJSU in
receiving yardage with 303
yards on 24 catches, second
on the team only to
Willhite’s 26, to win the
adulation of the Spartan
claching staff.
"He has been our most
consistent receiver by far
this season," Baldwin said.
"As far as I’m concerned,
he is right up there with the
Baileys and Nichols and all
the other great receivers
San Jose State has had."
SJSU’s
coaches
thought so highly of
Kearse’s
performance
against Stanford earlier
this season that they
nominated him for the
PCAA’s offensive player of
the week. The conference
agreed with the Spartan
coaches’ assessment and
gave Kearse the award.
Nonetheless, Bailey,
an honorable mention AllAmerican last year who
was hampered by a pulled
hamstring earlier this
season, has been the media
star of SJSU’s receiving
corps.
But Kearse doesn’t
resent the supporting role
he has had to play despite
his leading statistics.
"Stacey has been here
for four years, so he’s going
to get top billing," said the

HIS FIRST YEAR OUT OF COLLEGE
FRANK QUACKENBUSH RENOVATED THREE
BUILDINGS, WORKED ON A DAM, PAVED A ROAD,
AND BUILT TWO CHOPPER PADS.
Most
addll.11,1 With pro),
mild up as an asastai
hi oliubod%.
,
\ Ole iing the details ti
design or
,miebirdV
asp,,
-.open icing
it ciitistructi,m
’Rut MN firm year J.
an Engineer l.i . I’ve designed
nitty of my own proiects and
,Lipervised the construction on
eryt hint; fo en baseball dug’ac to the concrete work on
a dam Earthmoving. grading.
API‘
tilling, paving, concrete work.
111.ISOMV you name it.
,tiperv iced it
"Whether I stay it, the
Army or go into civilian
- !ruction work later. I ,
txpenence that some
t have when the% re
’More than supervising
nstruction, I’ve learned how
manage re, Tile I’ve got 40
ight rum- I have to plan fig and
-ee to in terms of a myriad of
r,
I, far! it !hc,r

rye

Vhat I learned in
Army ROTC about leadership
and management. I’ve put to
L’Ood use Army ROTC got Frank

Quackenbo.lu off to a
.taft

good

in his held It can do the
for you whct her you’re

engineer or an English
Ili:aim Fin’ tome information
on Army ROTC. scholarship,
.ind the $1.000 a year spending
mimes, you can earn your last
!WO seam, stop by the Army
ROTC office on campus
And begin your future

6-foot junior, who has
caught at least one pass in
all 15 games of his Spartan
career. "It doesn’t bother
me.
"We (the Spartan
receivers) all feel we are
just as good as the other."
Kearse’s talents pierce
far deeper than his wide
receiver position. He may
very well be the team’s
most versatile athlete.
Besides his regular
a
as
duty
receiver/tailback, Kearse
also returns punts and
kick-offs, a function he has
performed since he began
playing football in Pop
Warner league. He is aLso
most
Spartans’
the
dangerous receiver once he
catches the ball.
"Right now, Tim is one
of the most versatile
athletes on the team,"
Baldwin said. "He is
capable of doing it all."
In his high school days
in York, Pennsylvania,
Kearse won all -state
honors as a quarterback.
He was also an outstanding
prep hurdler, once turning
in a time of 13.9 seconds in
the 110 meter high hurdles
and lettered in basketball
as a guard.
But Kearse was at his
best on the football field.
Since he directed a runoriented option offense,
Kearse didn’t throw too
much during his quarterback career, but when
he did, he was effective. On
a scale of 10, Kearse rates
his arm as a seven.
But Kearse decided to
switch positions because
the pros "weren’t taking
too many black QB’s."
The University of
Pittsburg recruited Kearse
before deciding he was too
small to play for its team.
At the insistence of a
friend, Kearse came to
California and played at
Los Angeles Valley Junior
College before transferring
to SJSU last year.
"I just got overlooked
in high school," Kearse
said.
It shouldn’t happen
again in college.

elude an Air Force
SJSU’s Sergio Cardoso (number 10 at right) attempts to
Cardoso will be
defensive player in the Spartans 6-1 win last Sunday.
shooting for his 100th career goal tonight against St. Mary’s.

Soccer statistical leaders
Through nine games:
Goals

Player
Giulio Bernardi
Sergio Cardoso
Hector Pizarro
Chris Dierkes
Joe Pirnental
Dave Pickett
Michael Hurst
Gonzalo Sandoval
Nick Constantine
Alex Guarachi
Tom Vischer

13
11
3
2
1
2
1
1
1
0
0
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SAN _JOSE AM"
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87 Valley Fair Center 365 San Antonio Road
San Jose, Calif 95128 Mt View, Calif 94040
249-8700
941-3600
M -F 9-9/Sat 9 5 30, Sun 12 5, MV Fa Sat 9530,

SUGA PRESENTS

OPEN HANDICAP
DOUBLES TOURNAMENT
October 9 & 10
SQUAD TIMES

ENTRY FEE

Friday
October 9
8:00pm.
Saturday, October
7:00pm.
10:00pm

MAXIMUM
10

HANDICAP:

28 teams
per squad

$20.00 per team
$1400 Prize Fund
$4.00 Lineage
$2.00 Expenses

Bonus Squads
4 GAMES ACROSS 8 LANES
66 2/3% of 210 -men: 80% of 210 -women

Enter as oftem as you like,
but cash only once with the same partner

1st Place $300.00
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

Place
Place
Place
Place
Place

5200.00
S120.00
S 90.00
S 70.00
S 60.00

Based on 60 entries

Ate
ARMY ROTC.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

8

STATISTICS
DATA PROCESSING
ACCOUNTING
CONTACT TANA CIARk TUTORiAl CENTER

.1 civil

AT SAN JOSE STATE
SEE ENROLLMENT OFFICER
ROOM 310
MACOUARRIE HALL
(408) 277-2985

Points
32
25

TUTORS NEEDED

It’s hard to be AI..
down when you --S
Complete First
Jump Course
Individuals $7 5
Group Rates
No Extra Costs
Closest school to
Falcon Parachute
209 836-1544
209 364-6430

Assists
6
3
2
4
4
1
2
0
0
1
1

Balance 1

for 10

OPTIONAL
High Game Side Pots - S5.00

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA
i SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY i
140S) 377-3224

411
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’ Bicycles, carpools, trains help commuters

Phuto by Jocrly, Wilharns

continued from pages
This semester, she
filled out a card at the
Information Center to join
a car pool. One week after
she turned in the application, two women
responded.
"It’s difficult to get
people," Sofer said. "I
have to go to school one
hour early for another girl.
I would love to drive every
day, but I’d have to do it
with someone else. I can’t
afford it. Carpooling is the
way to go."
For others, like Steve
Casey, biking is the best
way to commute.
in
junior
A
mathematics, Casey said
he rides his bicycle from
Morgan Hill to save gas
money.
"I can’t afford
anything else," he said.
"So I ride from Morgan
Hill about four days a
week."
Pedaling 20 miles each
way, Casey wakes up at 5
a.m. to begin his excursion
and promptly returns home
by 7 p.m.
"I just make it before it
gets dark," he said.
Casey is not an avid
bicycling fan, nor does he
participate in bicycle
races.
"I’ve been doing it for
three semesters now. I just
like bicycling," he said.
"It’s the best form of
transportation."
Riding is a challenge
for him. Taking backroads
from Morgan Hill to San
Jose, Casey rides for 90
minutes.
By car, during rush
hour traffic, it takes at
least an hour, he said.
The extra half hour is
worth it," he said. "I beat
cars all the time. It makes
me feel that what I’m doing
is worthwhile. And I get in
better shape."

Jennifer Smith, home economics major, takes safety precautions by locking
her moped before going to class. Mopeds are only one of the many
economical ways students can commute to school

According to Kris
Gudjohnsen, mechanic at
the A.S. Bike Shop, the

1.1r.
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"The worst experience
I have had is going down
’Blood Alley’ (U.S. 101
from Morgan Hill to San
Jose) seeing all the accidents," she said, "I’ve
seen several fatal accidents. Once I saw a truck
slam a small car into a
cement divider.

"Another time I saw a
truck smash into a taxi
cab. I’m sure the people in
it were killed. I feel like I
play fate all the time by
driving down the road.
When you see two really
bad ones, it really gets to
you. One time I saw three

"The commute is not
bad," Norris said. "I don’t
have to do anything. And it
only costs $29 a month."
His other complaint
concerned the Southern
Pacific railroad schedule
change that is due to take
place Oct. 25.

for carpooling.
"I’m going to move in
January because of the
commute,’ said Brtunms, a
Santa Cruz resident. "I
hate commuting over the
hill. It takes an hour and 15
minutes to get to school and
40 minutes to get home."

A

Photo by Jocelyn Williams

Bicycling is the cheapest form of transportation, and often students beat
cars on their way to school during rush hour.

accidents in one day."
She’s not the only one
who sees accidents.
"So far I’ve seen two
people try to commit
suicide by stepping in front
of the train," said freshman Jeff Norris, who rides
the train to San Jose. "We
are delayed 30 minutes to
two hours.
"My feeling is not as
much
curiosity
as
boredom. I just get off and
mill around. I’ve gotten a
little callous. I figure if
someone is stupid enough
to step in front of a train,
they deserve it."
Unlike some students,
the Redwood City commuter does not mind the
ride.

"I don’t like the fact
that they won’t release the
new schedule," he said.
"The conductor told me
that if they released it,
people
would
start
following the new schedule
before Oct. 25."
"I spent $75 a week for
gas," Carmen Bryant of
Monterey said of the twohour-commute. "It’s pretty
tiring actually."
The worst problem she
faces is "falling asleep at
the wheel on the way
home."
With few students
living in the area, she had
no responses to the car pool
card she filed at the
beginning of the year.
Diann Brumms is also
waiting for someone to call

"The extra time
wasted is the worst part of
commuting," she said. "By
the time I get to school, I’m
a wreck."
Driving on Highway 17
each morning, she said,
"when it rains, there’ll be
real danger. "I’m real
lucky I haven’t gotten into
an accident yet," she said.
"I have heard lots of people
from Santa Cruz say they
are on their fourth car."
Since driving is too
expensive, carpooling is
difficult to arrange and bus
riding is boring, students
like Derek Stone have no
choice but to accept the
inconveniences of commuting or move to campus
to face the discomforts of
crime,
housing,
congestion. . .
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shop has serviced more
than 100 different bicycles
since it opened three weeks
ago.
At this time of year, the
weather is nice and
students are riding
bicycles, he said. But most
of the riding is done in the
spring.
Most commuters are
not as enthusiastic about
coming to school as Casey.
"If I had known what
going to school would be
like, I wouldn’t have done
Brenda
said
it,"
Raulinatis. "But now that I
have already started it. I’m
not about to throw it all
away now.
"I could have gone to
Hartnett College for nursing, but the SJSU degree
is worth a lot more in
career and money."
The junior in nursing
lives in Prunedale, 10 miles
north of Salinas. Her ride
each morning is about 50
miles long and takes 90
minutes.
"For a person to do
this, he must want to finish
school very badly," she
said. "It’s an extreme
inconvenience."
"Living with her 7year-old son in a small
town, she never considered
moving to San Jose.
"I don’t want my son to
attend the schools here,"
she said. "Anyways, I’d be
afraid to live near campus.
And I’d be really worried
all the time."
Although other commuters find the long drive
the worst part of commuting, Raulinatis finds
that the psychological
aspect is worse.
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Disabled students distraught
over parking stall problem
By Les Mahler
Staff Writer
disabled
Several
students, upset at the
frequency of able people
parking in Seventh Street
stalls marked for the
handicapped, are contemplating taking action to
curb the problem.
Chandler,
Randy
spokesman for the eight
SJSU students who use
wheelchairs, maintains
abled drivers parking in
stalls designated for
disabled students has
become a serious problem.
Last week, Chandler
said he noticed five cars

RAPE
continued from page 1
Some people don’t
like weapons so they
choose Mace as their
weapon. In some cases a
woman cannot take a selfdefense class," said Chief
Dunn.
"When you dismiss all
the gadgetry, you get down
to all those active things,"
"Active
Read said.
includes
resistance
biting and
kicking,
screaming."
Marcia Hall, who
self-defense
teaches
courses for women in
SJSU’s Human Performance Department,
maintains tear gas instills
a false sense of security
and makes a victim less
able to follow through with
other methods of defense if
the Mace is taken away or
is not available to them
during an assault attempt.
three
cites
Hall
problems with tear gas as a
self-defense method.
"Most of the times
you’re attacked you don’t
have it I tear gas) in your
hand. Say you’re at home,
most people are raped at
home. Do you walk around
in your house carrying

your canister of Mace?"
she asked.
"Second, even under
ideal conditions, most of
the time getting a shot off
into the man’s face is
unlikely," she continued.
"Third, I’ve seen
people sprayed in the face.
The watered-down stuff in
the cans does irritate, but it
definitely won’t stop an
attack. In fact it might
make the attacker angry,"
she said.
"I think this is a
crucial point. Mace
commercialization has
been developed by a small
group of men whose
primary goal is economic
gain, not the welfare of
women," Hall said.
There are also subtle
problems associated with
Mace.
"It perpetrates this
myth that women cannot
protect themselves. There
has to be some kind of
implement or other person," Hall said.
"Self-defense programs are preferable
because it gives you a selfreliant, comprehensive
background," she said.
"With Mace you put

everything in one shot.
"Most women who take
a self-defense class will
never be attacked because
they develop an alert,
attentive attitude."
Self-defense courses
are not at all the same, Hall
cautioned. The consumer
has to look for a wellrounded training that
prepares them in a
realistic way.
A good self-defense
course not only teaches
kicks, breaking holds and
other methods of fighting,
but also promotes selfconfidence, develops a
woman’s awareness of her
surroundings and involves
role plyaing practice, Hall
said.
"Most women have not
physically struck either
another object or human
being," Hall said. "You
don’t want people to hit
something for the first time
when they’re being attacked."
Karin
Lucas, a
graduate student in Deaf
Education, is enrolled in
one of the three classes
Hall teaches.
"I’m more aware of

what’s going on around me,
so I feel much more confident," Lucas said of the
defense training.
"You can see the
openings and attack back,"
said Erica Hendriks, a
biology
senior also
enrolled in the defense
class.
"There are so many ifs

and buts in sexual assault,
but it’s good to keep asking
all those questions. It’s real
important to know all your
options," said Read of the
Valley Rape Crisis Center.
Attitude is the most
important element in selfdefense, Read added.
Attitude is the result of
knowledge and education.

Wednesday Cinema will present the film "Ordinary
People" at 1:30 p.m. today in the S.U. Ballroom. Admission is $1. The film will also be shown at 7 and 10 p.m.
in Morris Dailey Auditorium. Admission for these shows
will be $1.75. Call ASPB at 277-2807 for further information.
ACM Computer Society will present the films
"RoboticsWith Isaac Asiinov" and "Computers
Challenging Man’s Supremacy" at 3:30 p.m. today in the
Engineering Building, room 329. All students and faculty
are welcome. A general meeting will follow. Call David
Bell at 241-3448 for further information.
The Collegiate Association for the Research of
Principles (CARP) will present the film "Truth About
Communism" at 1 p.m. today in the S.U. Pacheco Room.
Call Odd Inge Ulverstad at 292-3905 for further information.
The International Association of Students in
Economics and Business is holding a membership
meeting at 5:30 p.m. today in the S.U. Ahnaden Room.
Call Barry Hoaser at 277-3458 for further information.
The Suicide and Crisis Services of Santa Clara County
Mental Health Services is seeking volunteers for its crisisline telephone. Prospective volunteers should be 21 years
of age or older. An interview and screening follows the
training in November. Those interested may call 279-6259
for further information.
Career Planning and Placement will hold a resume
critique at 1:30 and 3:30 p.m. today in Hoover Hall lounge.
Interested students should bring a rough draft of their
resume. For further information, call Cheryl Allinen at
277-2272.

The Women’s Center
Presents
The

Women’s Film Festival
Saturday, Oct. 10th
7 PM - 11::30 PM
Morris Dailey Auditorium
$1.50 per person
Films showing:
Life of Rosie the Riveter
Union Maids
The Double Day
and others!
AS Fundril

Instead,
Telephone.
Nemetz wrote to Chuck
Delano, university cornofficer,
munications
detailing the problem.
Nemetz said he informed university police
that traffic management
officers would start
ticketing unauthorized
vehicles parked in handicapped stalls.
Nemetz said Pacific
Telephone has "Carte
Blanche" permission to
park anywhere on the
campus.
"As far as I’m concerned the problem is
solved and if they park
there they’re apt to get a
ticket," he said.
Handicapped parking
stalls are designated by a
blue sign and border and a
symbol representing a
person ins wheelchair.
Fines for cars parked
illegally on campus is $20,
although state laws require
a $25 fine.
The stalls are wider
than most to allow persons
a
au ees i netsiw ho eeolocdhaoior ts ogfr etheirter

vehicles, while remaining
closer to driveways.
Besides monitoring
vehicles parked illegally,

Ballroom concert tomorrow

’RockKihn Roll’ hits SJSU
"Rockihnroll" will hit
SJSU, with the Greg Kihn
Band appearing at 8 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Ballroom.
Tickets can be purchased at the A.S. Business
Office, Bass outlets and the
San Jose Box Office. The
price is $5.50 to students
and $6.50 general admission.
The band’s latest
album. "Rockihnroll,"
produced a hit single, "The
Breakup Song," which
climbed the charts.
The band will also be
an opening act for the

Rolling Stones Oct. 14 in
Seattle.
Kihn, who grew up in
started
Baltimore,
strumming the guitar at
age 13, later playing folk
music in coffee houses
along the East Coast.
Kihn moved to the Bay
Area about eight years ago,
performing on the streets.
His music consisted of a
little reggae and a lot of
"hard -edged rock and
roll," which has become
his style.
According to Kihn, it’s

"good old American rock
’n’ roll."
Kihn formed his band
around 1975 and has
released six albums.
Kihn is working on
another album, while a
third
single
from
"Rockihnroll," call "Girl

Most Likely," will be
released soon.
Through its live performances to a growing
number of fans, the band
has received two consecutive Baminies (Bay
Area Music Awards) for
"Best Club Band."

"21" Dealers
Now registering for instruction
for summer job opportunities in

Nevada
Casinos

\\Q

spartaguide
Concerned Library Students will hold a bake sale at 9
a.m. today on the sixth floor of Library North.

handicapped
lacking
stickers or plates, located
within the parking zones
designated for the handicapped
the
counter
To
problem, Chandler and the
begin
students will
monitoring handicapped
parking zones and record
license plate numbers of
those vehicles illegally
parked.
Although some SJSU
students use the stalls,
Chandler said the biggest
violator is Pacific
Telephone
Telephone.
service trucks frequently
spots,
handicapped
in
park
he said.
The group of disabled
last
tried
students
semester to work things out
with Pacific Telephone by
contacting the university’s
management
traffic
department and complaining.
Chandler said he and
his group were told by Ed
Nemetz, SJSU traffic
manager, that Nemetz
would write a letter to
Pacific Telephone and
point out the problem.
But Nemetz said that
no such letter was ever
Pacific
to
written

Chandler said he and his
group would like to try
other methods, including
parking behind the offender to block them in.
Chandler said he
realizes he may get a ticket
for obstructing the other
vehicle, but at the same
time he wants university
police to cite the driver of
the other vehicle for
unauthorized parking.
Reno Lasala, assistant
staff manager with Pacific
Telephone, said complaints
about Pacific Telephone
trucks parking in handicapped zones are seldom
received, but when it is
reported, "We contact the
manager involved."
Lasala said people
seeing telephone company
trucks parked in handicapped zones should
report it to the local
business office and have
the number of the truck as
well as the license plate
number ready.
The local business
office number is 491-7322.
Lasala said the person
calling in should ask for the
business office supervisor
who in turn will relay the
information back to the
violator’s supervisor.
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Get
out the
lemon
and
salt

Avg. wages $300-$500 per week

Black Students of Engineering will hold a general
meeting tomorrow in the Engineering Building, room 148.
Freshmen and sophomores are welcome. Call Thomas
Arzu at 287-8999 for further information.
.
The A.S. Program Board will present the Greg Kihn
Band at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Ballroom. Tickets are
$5.50 for students and $6.50 general admission.
The A.S. Program Board will present" In Question,"
a steel drum ensemble at noon tomorrow on the S.U.
Upper Pad.
The Humanities Club will hold a meeting tomorrow in
the S.U. Montalvo Room to discuss paper topics for
scholarships. Call Larry at 268-2285 for more information.
The Chinese Student Association will hold a general
meeting at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Costanoan
Room. Refreshments will be provided. Call Christopher
Chen at 998-7166 for more information.
The Gay Student Union will hold a meeting at 8 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U. Guadalupe Room. Call Kevin Vermilion at 298-9974 for more inforr ration.
Pi Sigma Alpha, the political science hnoorary
society, will present a panel disc ,.s.sion on the implications
of "Reaganomics" in the 1980s at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in
Dudley Moorhead Hall, room 227. Participating in the
discussion will be SJSU professors Christensen, Christman, Cranke and Borges.
Moulder Hall will present its Second Annual Art Show
tomorrow. Call Jim Mowry at 277-8920 for more information.

SNOW GUARANTEED
’299.95

BUYS THIS AMAZING MEN’S OR
LADIES’ SKI PACKAGE: TOP QUALITY SKIS,
BOOTS, BINDING, PROFESSIONAL MOUNTING, POLES, PARKA, INSULATED SKI BIB,
LEATHER GLOVES, WOOL HAT & SUN
GLASSES PLUS TRI-CITY WILL REBATE $1
PER DAY, UP TO *100, FROM THE DATE OF
YOUR PURCHASE UNTIL SQUAW VALLEY
OPENS FOR SKIING REBATE IN THE FORM
OF TRI-CITY SPORTING GOODS GIFT CERTIFICATE. THE SOONER YOU BUY. THE
BIGGER YOUR REBATE. YOU CAN’T LOSE
DURING TRI-CITY’S SNOW WHITE SKI SALE
NOW IN PROGRESS AT:

irti-tilly "WORLD’S LARGEST"
SPORTING GOODS STORE
gm

40900 GRIMMER BLVD.
FREMONT (415) 651-9800
OPEN WEEKNIGHTS TR 9 PM SAT. 30-6 SUN 10 :10-s 30

CI\

SMOKE 8t SNUFF
ITEMS
3617 UNION AVE S.I

American International
Dealers School
209 W. Santa Clara, San Jose
(Heald Business College Bldg.)
(408) 287-9972

EE & Computer Science Graduates

Today, in San Diego,
NCR means new
large-scale
computer systems
and concepts.
It you welcome the stimulation inherent in creating a new generation
of medium and largescale mainframe
computer systems.
consider NCR Engineering 8 Manufacturing/San Diego
We are an organization
that’s generated two new
NR facilities and produced an engineering staff
that’s showing the way in
systems architecture Virtual
systems Multiprocessing Data
base management Firmware
emulation PASCAL -based OS
language VLSI technology
Upward path engineering In
short, everything that creates
Total System capabilities for
business needs of the 80’s and
90’s
Something else you’ll like
Although our products and California hilltop facilities are largescale. you’ll work in small.
highly visible project teams that
offer uncommon program diversity There is easy multidiscipline communication, movement between projects, and
wide career path options In a
word, you will find exposure
And a unique learning
environment

On -Campus
Interviews:

and
get
your
body
into
Tecate.

FRIDAY
OCTOBER
23
I
And. you’ll be working within a few
miles of the ocean and minutes
from downtown San Diego Learn
more by scheduling an on campus
interview through your Placement
Office, or by writing Mr. Hal
Ostrander. NCR Corporation,
Dept. SJS, 16550 W Bernando
Drive, San Diego, CA 92127
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Complete Computer SysteiT s
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Tecate
IMPORTED
BEER
FROM
MEXICO.
Rcerced & Packaged by
CFRVECERIA LIIATRITIMOP,
A
Monterrey NI M.K0
Westomii S Importer,
WISDOM IMPORT SAI S COUPON no
Ovine Clitom592Ita

